OMG! WTF? AIRSELFIE IS WORLD’S BEST EVER CHRISTMAS
PRESENT!
Eat your heart out Taylor Swift, Pink, Selena Gomez, Kim, Khloe and Kourtney Kardashian, Kylie, Kendall and Kris Jenner-Kardashian, Caitlin, Scott
Disick, Kanye

OMG! WTF? WORLD’S BEST EVER CHRISTMAS PRESENT!

……. And you can get it at your local Telstra store!

Who’d have thought that Telstra would suddenly become the home of COOL! The 2017 Christmas Present Of The Year is available now at Telstra
stores nationally.

It’s the AIRSELFIE….. a hand sized flying selfie camera that fits in your pocket or your clutch and takes selfies for you that will make your instagram
feed look like it’s on steroids!

Eat your heart out Taylor Swift, Pink, Selena Gomez, Kim, Khloe and Kourtney Kardashian, Kylie, Kendall and Kris Jenner-Kardashian, Caitlin, Scott
Disick, Kanye and anyone related to the Kardashian family …even OJ Simpson!

An Australian/English/Italian/Chinese invention that operates from your mobile phone, floats up to 10metres above Lebron James head and is a one
touch photo to Instagram selfie machine.

“ Everyone should have one” says Holly Boorman AirSelfie ambassador and new media influencer with over 50,000 instagram followers all over the
world on her @hollyleelu account “I use one all the time. Whenever I can’t find a photographer it’s AIRSELFIE to the rescue. My favourite beach is
Kutti Beach and my friends and I hang out there all the time to take our incredible instasnaps with the Harbour in the background. AirSelfie? I wouldn’t
leave home without one. Its almost better than my imaginary boyfriend that I will never have #singlelife “

The AirSelfie is available for $499 at Telstra stores nationally, Harvey Norman and online at https://au.theiotgroup.com/shop . It is marketed globally
by Australian Stock Exchange listed ASX:IOT The IOT Group.

TO INTERVIEW @HOLLYLEELU or give away an AIRSELFIE email max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson 0412501601 or email
grace@marksonsparks.com or call Grace Smith 0487 178 155

About IOT Group Limited (IOT:ASX)

www.theiotgroup.com

(Internet of Things)

IoT Group designs and develops products that embrace existing and future global trends. The company mission is to enrich people’s lives through
providing affordable, fun and interactive products. Today's generation have a focus on experiences and memories, which are being shared and
validated on social media by their friends. Understanding people's needs and desires will help unlock many market opportunities.

IoT Group's current focus is designing and developing a range of selfie drones that are feature-packed, easy and fun to use.
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